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(The timetable will allow all delegates to attend these four sessions)

Be Inspired by Space— How to Catch a Comet

Professor Mark McCaughrean
European Space Agency
*Joint session for Primary and

Second Level Teachers

Professor Mark McCaughrean works for the European Space Agency. ESA have worked for
years on the Rosetta mission, the first ever spacecraft to rendezvous with a comet and to
send a Lander down to land on the comet. Not a rock but made out of ice. He will talk about
that landing which took place in November 2014, but also the inspiration this extraordinary
project can bring to a whole generation of children and adults to get involved in engineering,
technology and science.
A wonderful opportunity to learn more about space, comets and our place in the universe—a
topic all children are fascinated by. Come and be inspired by space.

Making Sense of Science Inquiry

S
Stuart Naylor
Millgate House Education

We carry out fair tests to answer questions in science—it is a Working Scientifically Skill we
need to help our students develop. But is a fair test the only way to carry out science investigations? What other ways are there to answer scientific questions and develop children’s science ideas? This workshop explores the other types of science inquiry: what they are, how
they can be developed from different starting points, and how you can build different types
of science inquiry into your teaching. It will help you to make science inquiry more manageable in your classroom, as well as helping your children to learn more about science.
Stuart Naylor, co-creator with the late Brenda Keogh of Concept Cartoons in Science, has
produced through his UK company Millgate House Education a host of wonderful science
teaching resources and books (The Snowman’s Coat, It’s Not Fair or Is It, Look Think, Talk)
and runs CPD courses to help teachers improve their Primary Science Teaching.

Inquiry Based Science Education and the Energy & Forces Strand
This session will explore Inquiry Based Science Education (IBSE), with reference to the
SEAI ‘Exploring Our Energy’ programme. Drawing from the Energy and Forces and Environmental Awareness and Care strands, connections will be made with a range of curricular objectives and working scientifically through hands-on activities. It is supported by the Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland (SEAI).
Dr Orla Kelly
Church of Ireland College of
Education, Rathmines, Dublin.
*Supported by SEAI

Dr Orla Kelly is a lecturer in Social, Environmental and Scientific Education at the Church of
Ireland College of Education in Rathmines in Dublin with responsibility for science, history
and geography education on the B.Ed (Primary). She is a strong advocate for inquiry and
problem-based approaches to teaching and learning in science. She is co-author, with Roger
Cutting, of the book ‘Creative Teaching in Primary Science’.

Materials: Air & Water—Hands on science activities for the classroom
This session will explore air and water and how they interact in so many aspects of everyday
life. The simple investigations will introduce and build on pupils’ understanding of these materials. Participants will see that air takes up space and will explore some of the effects of air
pressure. They will also investigate floating & sinking and surface tension. The session will be
hands-on and will model methodologies suitable for teaching science in primary schools at all
levels. Each participant will receive a booklet of investigations relating to the topic.

Michael Browne
Clare & Limerick Education
Centres, Mary Immaculate
College

Michael Browne (with Maria Sheehan) runs annual science courses for Primary Teachers with
the Limerick & Clare Education Centres and has experience in supporting schools and teachers in developing the teaching of science in their schools. Michael is an experienced primary
school teacher and author of the Window on the World Science series of books for Irish
Primary Schools. He also lectures in the pedagogy of science in Mary Immaculate College.
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(Delegates will be able select 2 of the following 3 sessions)

Teaching Science to Infants
Are you an Infants teacher but feel that most science resources that you come across are
for older children? Feeling a bit left out? This session will explore hands on activities suitable for teaching science in Junior and Senior Infant Classes
Maria Minogue &
Maeve Liston
Mary Immaculate College of
Education, Limerick

Maeve Liston is lecturer in SESE at Mary Immaculate College of Education as well as being an
Institute of Physics (IOP) Science on Stage Demonstrator. Maria Minogue is a practicing Primary Teacher carrying out postgraduate research into strategies for science teaching in the
infant classes.

A practical activity to demonstrate the importance of Earth Observation for
the primary classroom This session will showcase a practical, hands-on, inquiry based
activity, investigating volcano eruptions, which demonstrates the importance of earth observation using satellites from space for many applications.
Fionnuala Murphy, Carla Hayes & Niamh Riordan are practicing primary teachers who attended a three day teacher CPD session at the European Space Research and Technology Centre
(ESTEC) in Noordwijk, the Netherlands, in July 2015. This session is supported by Science
Foundation Ireland and ESERO Ireland—the European Space Education Resource Office in
Ireland.

Sharing Good Practice—Short Ideas for Science Teaching
In this session, practitioners will share practice and ideas for primary science teaching using
concise focused and time bound presentations. In the style of Pecha Kucha presentation,
each presenter will deliver their key message in no more than 3 minutes. This will be followed
by ample time for group discussion and questions and answers from the floor.
Attending this event will help you to build on your own knowledge and confidence in the teaching of science;
meet like minded teachers who share a similar interest in Primary Science and gain ideas to inspire children and
colleagues to enjoy science. Cost :€25 for Primary Teachers. Register online at www.istaconference.com
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Registration & Visiting Exhibitions (Group 1/Group 2 will be assigned at Registration)

8.45-9.30
9.30-10.20

Session 1
(50 min)

10.30-11.30

Session 2
(1hr)

GROUP 1

GROUP 2

Making Sense of Science Inquiry
Stuart Naylor, Millgate House Education

Materials: Air & Water
Hands on science activities for the classroom
Michael Browne, Clare & Limerick Education Centres

Coffee 15 min

11.30-11.45
11.45-12.45

Be Inspired by Space— How to Catch a Comet
Professor Mark McCaughrean European Space Agency.

Session 3
(1hr)

Materials: Air & Water
Hands on science activities for the classroom
Michael Browne, Clare & Limerick Education Centres

Inquiry Based Science Education & the Energy & Forces Strand
Dr Orla Kelly, Church or Ireland College of Education

Lunch 45min

12.45-13.30

Delegates choose at registration which 2 of 3 options to attend in Session 4 & 5
13.30-14.25

Session 4
(55min)

Sharing Good Practice—Short
Ideas for Science Teaching

A practical activity to demonstrate the importance of Earth
Observation for the primary classroom (SFI/ESERO –Ireland)
Fionnuala Murphy, Carla Hayes & Niamh Riordan

Short break to allow groups to swop between rooms

14.25 – 14.35
14.35 – 15.30

Teaching Science to Infants
Maria Minogue & Maeve Liston,
Mary Immaculate College

Session 5
(55min)

Sharing Good Practice—Short
Ideas for Science Teaching

Teaching Science to Infants
Maria Minogue & Maeve Liston,
Mary Immaculate College

A practical activity to demonstrate the importance of Earth
Observation for the primary classroom (SFI/ESERO –Ireland)
Fionnuala Murphy, Carla Hayes & Niamh Riordan

Coffee 15min

15.30 – 15.45
15.45 – 16.45

Session 6
(1hr)

16.45 – 17.00

(15min)

Inquiry Based Science Education & the Energy & Forces Strand
Dr Orla Kelly, Church or Ireland College of Education
Conference Close-Discussion, Feedback and Planning

Making Sense of Science Inquiry
Stuart Naylor, Millgate House Education

